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1. DiEugenio piece on Wade. . . May want to review what he says about Wade 

and the way he constructed line ups. . . Applicable to Oswald**** 

1A. Key *** Dallas to Director (This is Kelley) 9/15/’75 62-109060-7344 & 62- 

109060-7346 9/22/’75. .. .Kelley alerted to the Hoover FBI failure to interview key 

witnesses(bike jockeys). . .what they reported all pointed to JFK getting hit from 

the front. . *** 

2. Two Dallas News.Com pieces on Henry Wade... 

2A Hal’s on B.J. Martin’s WC testimony 4/3/’64 6H289-293 ... .somewhat exotic 

but might deserve a review. . 

3. Officer Billy Hargis 4/8/’64 6H 293-296.......Hargis given 2% pages. . .while 

Mrs. Bledsoe who contributed nothing to the matter at hand was given 10 times 

that much time . . . (could be useful footnote if used). .. 

4 &4AHAL’S NOTES TO WADE, ,...... 

4B Hal’s note to Wade on the originality of Jackson and Chaney’s observations 

about the shooting. . . (explains why Hoover FBI stayed away)... 

5. As stated 

6. Hal’s CA 75-0026... I have a few pages. .. **** | may need to review the 

entire document. . . (is it on my computer???) He makes very strong points that 

would be crucial for my purposes. .. ****_ 

6A Cooke to Gallagher 9/16/’75 62-109060-7345 . .. Here Cooke (from the 

Hoover years??) makes the big lie: See his Action comments: Nothing we heard 

from the bike jockeys (Jackson and Chaney) have changed or need to restate any 

of the conclusions already part of the record. . .**** What crap!!!!6B A great 

offset document of 6a. Belmont to Tolson 12/4/63 105—82555-(unrecorded) 

Here we have the FBI advertising its practice of leaving no investigative stone 

untouched as it goes for broke to be certain to id and interview all the 150
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newsmen in basement at time of Oswald’s murder. .. While it avoided like the 

plaque all the bike jockies. 

7. Hal has a long piece on the crucial info that Jackson possessed. .. .and why he 

was dismissed .... 

7A Hal’s notes on Chaney... brings some clarification as to what Chaney 

saw* *** 

7B Is a companion document w. 6B above. Belmont pledged to Director that FBI 

will track down and question every cop in basement at time of Oswald’s murder. 

lt had interviewed 88 Dallas cops so far. . .Nothing escaped the FBI... 

8. Cooke to Gallagher 8/12/’75 62-109060-7256 Classic conclusion: Notes on p. 

4 at the end of the document “None of these interviews have cast any doubt on 

the conclusions of the Warren Commission.” Just a whitewash. .. 

9. More on the FBI daring-do in tracking down newsmen and Dallas cops who 

were in basement when Oswald was shot... .*** Humorous. . .as mindlessly 

useless... 

10. Classic example of FBI phony effort to elicit information... .Here is report by 

2 FBI agents whose names are masked who interviewed both Chaney and Jackson 

and avoided any unwanted testimony. . . (Hal has commented on this in an earlier 

document in this folder. . .Date of interviews was or report was 10/7’75, 62- 

109060-7369. .. .***** connect w/ Hal’s earlier commentary. . . 

11. Copy of Jackson’s 6 page account of the shooting ***** read carefully. 

12. FBI SA (name masked out) to SAC, Dallas (89-43) 62-109060-1257. . Source 

stated that in conversation w/ Jack Revill on 9/3/’75 that Revill mentioned that 

former police chief Curry told him he believed that two men were involved in the 

shooting of JFK. . .Curry made reference to a statement that one of the bike
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jockeys made that “he had ridden through a spray of blood at the time the shots 

were fired.” The officer whose name is blanked was SA Brown. See item # 13 

which reveals it was Brown... 

14. Sheet from a chapter was never published in BOT. . .Question I have is What 

was that Chapter that was never in BOT. . . Could it be the Oswald/Lovelady 

Chapter???? 

15. No help/16 No help 

17. Here we have several FBI docs that focus on the Bureau’s efforts to interview 

all the Dallas Police in basement when Oswald was killed. This admirable effort at 

comprehensive police work is notable largely because the failure in protection (if 

it was failure and not design) all rested on the Dallas police. . not the FBI.


